LUBRICANTS
Automotive

“Working Together To Keep You Coming Back”

There’s a reason why many of the world’s leading carmakers fill
with Petro-Canada’s top performing motor oils and automatic
transmission fluids: they help keep your car running like new.
Based on advanced formulas, our motor oils and ATFs deliver
superior performance in all driving conditions. What’s more, our
motor oils can help you gain up to 15% better fuel economy, when
compared to previous ILSAC GF-5 standards, saving you money.
Petro-Canada can continue to protect your car, just like we did
when it left the showroom. Our motor oils result in enhanced fuel
economy to help your car go further, outstanding low temperature
fluidity for easier engine starts, less oil to top up between oil
changes to help the environment, and improved protection of the
exhaust emission control systems.

Automatic Transmission Fluids
Petro-Canada’s ATFs:
 Meet the latest performance credentials of the major carmakers
 Deliver superior wear protection to extend the life of the
transmission
 Provide enhanced friction properties to maintain excellent gear
shift quality
 Offer superior cold weather performance
 Deliver the same fluid performance as the carmakers put into
each vehicle at the factory
DURADRIVE is our best multi-vehicle ATF fluid, and is suitable for
use in a wide range of North American, European, and Asian
vehicles. DEXRON –VI is General Motors’ latest generation of ATF,
and ATF+4 offers optimized shift efficiency, improved oxidation and
shear stability for use in DaimlerChrysler automatic transmissions.

Motor Oils
Petro-Canada’s motor oils:
 Exceed all major carmakers’ performance requirements
 Exceed the latest North American Gasoline Industry Standards
 Offer superior engine protection for cleaner running engines in
all driving conditions
 Deliver better, smoother engine starts, year round
SUPREME SYNTHETIC is our best, most advanced formula for the
ultimate in engine protection, and is formulated to stay-in-grade
longer than conventional motor oils. Supreme Synthetic 5W30 is
approved for GM Dexos 1.
SUPREME our premium motor oil, has extra detergency to help keep
your engine cleaner. It is designed to deliver outstanding engine
protection year-round.

